Paradoxical regulation of biotin utilization in brain and liver and implications for inherited multiple carboxylase deficiency.
Holocarboxylase synthetase (HCS) catalyzes the biotinylation of five carboxylases in human cells, and mutations of HCS cause multiple carboxylase deficiency (MCD). Although HCS also participates in the regulation of its own mRNA levels, the relevance of this mechanism to normal metabolism or to the MCD phenotype is not known. In this study, we show that mRNA levels of enzymes involved in biotin utilization, including HCS, are down-regulated during biotin deficiency in liver while remaining constitutively expressed in brain. We propose that this mechanism of regulation is aimed at sparing the essential function of biotin in the brain at the expense of organs such as liver and kidney during biotin deprivation. In MCD, it is possible that some of the manifestations of the disease may be associated with down-regulation of biotin utilization in liver because of the impaired activity of HCS and that high dose biotin therapy may in part be important to overcoming the adverse regulatory impact in such organs.